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foreigner to the ground. He sel-

dom caught a word with Dolly
now since her titled suitor, under
parental sponsorship, had mo-
nopolized her every leisure hour.
Dolly cared not a whit for the
count; she liked his companion-
ship even less; but the workings
of the young-lady'- s mind were
many and involved and she knew
where was drawn the line over
which she must not step in open-
ly opposing the wishes of her
father.

It was Count Rivoli who pro-
posed motoring to the inn far out
along the lake shore, supping
there and returning late By moon-
light. To Dolly, psychologically,
was conveyed the Italian's inten-
tion to put his future happiness
or financial standing to the
test; Arnold had become too
grumpy and saturnine to be open
even to the most openly intimat-
ed purpose upon the part of his
rival. Self aggrandizement was
not the least important topic to
whidh Rivoli devoted his musical
vo'ice and captivating accent. The
Italian was a splendid talker,
when his words reached only the
ears of women, and with an air of
modesty cloaking his utterances,
he contrived to dwell at length
and at all times upon his herfcic
achievements. According to the
Count Rivoli, the courage of the
Count Rivoli knew no bounds; for
Mees Doll-e- e he would dare any
danger, go to any length to win
a smile from her lips. So it was
as the three, Dolly, the count and
Arnold, sped back over the roads,
jvhite in the soft moonlight

Dolly had ceased to answer even
in monosyllables, allowing the
Italian to run on, building up the
pedestal upon which he was to
take his stand.

"I am glad that you have no
brigands here, Mees Doll-ee- ," he
was saying in a tone which prom-
ised reminiscence. "But when
one comes right down to it, it is
not good to have no opportunities
for excitement save for dodging
death in these terrible streets of
yours. Just before I left my home
in Italy, I myself escaped death
or capture at the hands of what
you call hold-u- p men. Had I not
been so prompt arid cool of action,
shot one man where he stood and
put the others to flight, I would
have "

A growling curse burst from
Arnold. He threw on the brakes
with grinding force and Dolly
and the count were abruptly hud-

dled together by the gear-teari-
--

stop of " the car. With an im-

patient, explosive Italian word,
Rivoli sprang up. Suddenly, with
his face gone to a sickly pallor, '

his jaw dropping till his mouth
gaped open, he sank back weakly
upon the cushions.

"Ah-ah-ah-- " he mumbled
unintelligibly, and then sat in
quaking silence.

"Come on there, the three of
you up with your paws!" came
the rasping command. Three
men, the weird moonlight making
their faces pale where they show-- -

ed below the masks, stepped close
to the wheels of the panting car.

Rivoli's hands went weakly,
trembling above his head. D0II35


